Mass transfer in the biomolecular binding of a target against probe molecules on the surface of microbeads sequestered in wells in a microfluidic cell.
Diagnostic tools which screen the binding interactions of a protein target against a display of biomolecular probes to identify molecules which bind the target are central to cell proteomic studies, and to diagnostic assays. Here, we study a microfluidic design for screening interactions in which the probe molecules are hosted on microbeads sequestered in wells arranged at the bottom of a microfluidic flow channel. Assays are undertaken by streaming an analyte solution with a fluorescently labelled target through the cell, and identifying the fluorescing beads. Numerical simulations are first constructed for the analyte flow over the microbeads in the well array, and the increase in the target concentration on the microbead surface. The binding profile is expressed as a function of the ratio of the convective to the diffusive transport rates (Peclet number or Pe), and the ratio of the kinetic to the diffusive rates (Damkohler number, Da). For any Pe, as Da becomes small enough, the transport is determined by the intrinsic kinetic binding rate. As Pe increases, a thin concentration boundary layer develops over the top surface of the microbead because of the convective flow, and target binds more rapidly. However, the relatively stagnant layers of liquid in the well provide a diffusion barrier which slows the target transport, and for any Da and Pe the transport is slower than equivalent patches of probes arranged on the channel wall. Experiments are also undertaken at high Pe, using the binding of fluorescently labelled NeutrAvidin as a target to probes of its binding partner, biotin, on the microbead surface. The binding profile is compared to the simulations to measure the kinetic rate constant, and this comparison shows that the transport in the cell is not kinetically limited because of the diffusion barriers created by the stagnant liquid layer in the well. Simulations and experiments on microbeads which are only partially recessed in the well demonstrate an increase in the mass transfer rate as more of the microbead surface intersects the flow and the diffusion limitation due to the stagnant layer of liquid surrounding the bottom part of the microbead is minimized.